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Abstract
Although the impact of multiple adverse events in childhood is well known it is equally accepted that the variation in individual trajectories and outcomes is significant. Resilience focuses on positive adaption in the face of adversity, offering a counterbalance to deficit based research and risk averse, procedurally driven practice. Positive relationships and secure attachments are widely considered to be the cornerstone of resilience yet, within social work practice, there is a tendency to consider attachment only in relation to children and adults. Three biographical narratives are used to explore resilience and attachment through a narrative identity framework, exploring parents' experiences of multiple adversities over their lifespan, their close relationships, and their experiences of child welfare interventions. It argues for the importance of narrative in social work assessment, particularly in relation to families with complex needs, illustrating how this enables a richer, more nuanced understanding of mothers and fathers as individuals in their own right and provides insight into how alternative narratives might be better supported and developed.

Introduction
The presence of multiple adverse experiences in childhood has a well-established association with an increased likelihood of harm throughout the lifespan (Felletti et al., 1998), damaging children’s health, intellectual development and mental wellbeing as well as impairing their ability to form meaningful relationships as adults (Kendall-Tackett, 2002, Ehlert, 2013). Nonetheless, there are the vast individual differences in acute and long-term responses to childhood adversity with some children exhibiting
significant effects (Luthar, 2003; 2006) and others appearing “resilient” to negative consequences. Resilience is a dynamic developmental process rather than a fixed trait, and while there are a range of protective factors and person characteristics associated with increased resilience, five decades of research suggest that ‘resilience rests, fundamentally, on relationships’ (Luthar: 2006:p.780). Secure attachments develop most optimally when children have positive relationships with significant others, usually parents or carers (Bowlby, 1988; Ungar, 2012; Feeney & Collins, 2014). However, where secure parental relationships are unavailable, evidence suggests that a supportive adult can help to build resilience, encouraging the development of functional coping behaviours (Norman et al., 2012). Studies also indicate that positive marital or co-habiting relationships can ameliorate the impact of adversity experienced in childhood, resulting in improved parenting (Rutter, 1987), and improved physical and mental health and emotional stability in adulthood (Bano et al., 2013). These close and caring relationships are undeniably linked to health and well-being at all life stages, helping to alleviate the risk of developing emotional or mental health problems (Feeney & Collins, 2014).

Although resilience and attachment theories are widely used in child welfare both have been critiqued for their lack of clear definition and varied terminology across studies (Luthar, Cicchetti & Becker, 2000; Barth, Crea, John, Thoburn & Quinton; 2005). Resilience, in particular, has come under attack for being overly focused on individual factors and traits that make up the ‘resilient’ individual. However, over time, it has increasingly been constructed as a multi-dimensional concept with theorists such as Ungar (2013) making a strong argument for a social ecological approach to resilience which incorporates individual, family, community and cultural factors. Arguably the
strongest critique has been the lack of a consistent and objective measure of what precisely a resilient outcome is, who defines this and across which domain(s) (Luthar et al., 2000).

Given that the operationalisation of resilience can be hugely varied and individual, narrative identity theory provides a valuable framework for not only understanding the stories resilient individuals tell about their lives but capturing the subjective nature of individual biographies. Building on Erikson’s (1963) theory of psychosocial development, McAdams et al. (2013) proposed a formation of identity model through narrative, arguing that the stories we tell about ourselves provide powerful insights into who we are, how we came to be and where we think we are going in the future. The model identifies four themes which are considered universal to life story narratives and which reflect many of the key protective factors identified in the resilience literature: communion (interpersonal connection and attachment); agency (motivation and ability to effect change); redemption (deriving good from bad experiences, meaning making); and contamination (good experiences going bad). A growing number of both quantitative and qualitative studies demonstrate that an ability to construct meaning from adverse experiences is central to the resilient narrative and is closely associated with psychological well-being and generativity in adulthood (Dunlop & Tracey, 2013; Adler, 2012). Within this framework, resilience is an emergent quality of the life-story grounded in the narrator’s ability to generate a redemptive narrative which focuses on agency, communion and growth.

Similarly, resilience within the social work literature tends to be associated with more strengths-based, narrative and relational practice approaches (Milner & O’Bryne, 2009; Ruch et al., 2010; Anderson, 2010; Powell, 2012). Wilks (2005) contends that the social work assessment itself is essentially a qualitative, narrative process in which
the worker constructs a story about the situation in question. Narrative approaches to practice place an emphasis on power-sharing and engagement in the collaborative co-construction of narrative between service user and practitioner (Milner & O'Bryne, 2009). However, inflexible use of standardised assessment tools and over reliance on electronic systems may reduce the capacity of practitioners to both understand and convey the qualitative nature of service user narratives, resulting in more superficial assessments (White et al., 2009; Featherstone, et al., 2014). Without an understanding of both past and present, of the dynamic nature of child and adult resilience and the importance of close caring relationships, assessment and intervention can tend focus on presenting issues (Brandon et al., 2010) ignoring the importance of longer-term needs and missing opportunities to promote and develop resilience. An increasing tendency to interpret child protection as meeting the needs of the child (Featherstone et al., 2014) can also lead to the needs of mothers and fathers being left unattended, their narratives unsolicited or ignored.

**Present study**

This paper argues for the importance of narrative in social work assessment, particularly in relation to families with complex needs, and views resilience and attachment as complimentary constructs in the debate. It presents findings from a qualitative study using biographical narrative interviews to explore parents' experiences of key adversities over their lifespan, their close relationships, and their experiences of child welfare interventions, in particular engagement and relationships with statutory social work. Three biographical narratives are used to explore resilience and attachment through a narrative identity framework, illustrating how this approach enables a richer, more nuanced understanding of mothers and fathers as individuals.
in their own right and provides insight into how alternative narratives might be better supported and developed.

**Methodology**

**Aims and Design**

The study was developed by researchers at Barnardo's Northern Ireland (NI), the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC), the National Children's Bureau (NCB) and Queen's University, Belfast. It aimed to identify: the range of adversities experienced across the lifespan; services that were involved with the family at different stages; and barriers and incentives to engaging with services.

A qualitative, biographical narrative methodology was used in a two stage interview process. The first stage involved a “life grid approach” to chart the key life events of service users, identifying the adversities experienced and levels of service involvement at different times. Life grids are visual tools used to elicit a retrospective account of research participants' life histories (Backett-Millburn et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2007) through facilitating the respondent’s ‘voice’ when discussing sensitive issues. On completion of the life grid participants were invited to participate in a second semi structured interview to explore their experiences of service engagement, particularly social work engagement. This schedule was structured around the key factors and barriers to service engagement developed by Platt (2012), with the flexibility of the semi-structured approach allowing each interview to be tailored specifically the individual participant.
Barnardo’s NI and NSPCC service managers were asked to identify parents over the age of 18 in receipt of services and who were experiencing three or more of the eight areas of adversity identified by Davidson et al. (2012) [see Table 1]. Services provided to parents included both family support and child protection services.

Manager/practitioners discussed the study with the parent and if s/he expressed interest, passed on contact details to the research team to follow up. Formal ethical approval was provided by Barnardo’s Research Ethics Panel and all participants were given written and verbal information about the research which emphasised the voluntary nature of participation, made clear the boundaries of confidentiality and explained how data would be securely stored. All participants signed written consent forms for each stage of the research and all those who participated in an initial interview also agreed to take part in a second interview.

Analysis

All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. This initial analysis was conducted using content analysis and involved identifying common themes across the cases (Miles & Huberman, 2002: Patton; 2002). While this provided valuable details about the adversities experienced and the relationships participants had with family members, significant adults and professionals (Authors, under review), it failed to capture the dynamic nature of the life histories in their entirety. Subsequent analysis involved developing a series of case studies which gave a detailed overview of the individual life stories organized around the broad themes of narrative identity theory (McAdams et al., 2013):
• Agency - separation, individual, self-awareness, motivation, insight;
• Communion - love, intimacy, togetherness, solidarity, close relationships/friendship;
• Redemption - from bad comes good negative experiences, pain and trauma result in a stronger sense of purpose, agency and communion;
• Contamination - from good comes bad, betrayal, trauma, loss and grief which changes the lifespan for the worse.

These themes provided a framework for not only understanding what had happened but the participant’s connections and relationships with others, their hopes and expectations and the extent to which they had achieved or could envisage achieving a different future.

The Sample
The overall sample comprised 17 participants who engaged in both stages of the study, completing two interviews each over a twelve month period. On average interviews lasted 1.5-2 hours and were conducted within service premises. Participants were drawn from across all Health and Social Care Trusts in Northern Ireland. Fourteen were female and three males, with an age range of 18 and 49 years old and 52 children between them. Of the eight adversities experiences in childhood, family separation was the most common, followed by family separation, child abuse/neglect, parental substance misuse and poverty (Table 1). Additionally, 12 of the participants experienced relationship breakdown in adulthood, 12 had mental health problems, 9 had misused substances and 8 experienced domestic abuse in their adult relationships.
In the majority of cases the narratives reflected a pattern of continuing adversity across childhood and adulthood. However, some demonstrated high levels of adversity in childhood but limited or less adversity in adulthood adult while in other cases this pattern was reversed. The three cases studies presented have been selected to reflect this range of changing patterns and the dynamic nature of lifetime adversity. Some minor changes to the specific details of the participant’s circumstances have been made to protect their anonymity.

Case Studies

1. From good to bad and bad to worse: Caroline’s Story

Caroline’s life narrative reflects a classic contamination story, a good life gone bad because of a key event or trauma, in Caroline’s words it is ‘a life of two halves’. Despite experiencing frequent house moves in her early years because of the ‘Troubles’ and her father developing alcohol problems and displaying occasional violence towards her mother in her teenage years, she describes her childhood as a largely happy one with strong attachment relationships between parents, siblings and extended family. Despite experiences of adversity in her teenage years, she exhibits strong communion with her family which is sustained and developed through her marriage in her early twenties and the birth of her son in her late twenties.

“We did have a nice house, I mean we had a bloody big six bedroomed bungalow… and half an acre of land round us, the wee
fella had everything, we lived just in front of the beach, you know it was a lovely big place and we loved it… we weren’t that well off, we were comfortable”.

After more than a decade of marriage disaster strikes in her thirties in the form of the unexpected breakdown of her relationship with her husband. The abrupt and traumatic disintegration of her previously happy family life is the key contamination event in her life narrative which destroys previously stable relationships and bonds for both her and her child. Now Caroline and her child(ren) are precipitated into an uncertain future in which financial pressures are present, housing is insecure and she suffers from mental and physical health problems and attempts suicide on more than one occasion.

“It changed everything, I couldn’t live in the same place where I lived, I didn’t have the same life anymore and it changed me as a person totally…I’ve had a lot of depression and problems, and physical health problems all developed too…”

“It was disastrous, I mean I tried to…I overdosed, I tried to slit my wrists, I couldn’t deal with it at all, he left us with no home, living with his parents, no money

Caroline wasn’t working outside the home at that time so she was left with no money and no source of income:

“I had to go into the dole office then, that was the first time I’d ever had to claim benefits for myself and Mark….I was messed up, I just had to do what I had to do to survive you know and to look after Mark, even though I know his parents were taking care of us, you know they were good people, they were devastated
with it too….it all happened and there was no coming back from it...

Having formed a new relationship with her second partner in her forties and given birth to her second child, this relationship also breaks down, primarily because of her partner’s problems with alcohol. Caroline reflects on this as a further contaminant and which results in both children experiencing separation from their biological fathers and which further damages her mental health and increases environmental stress.

“Noel and I had split for a bit, I was in the house with Jonathan, it was a Sunday and I’d had a whole lot of my benefits cut and I had taken, at that stage I had taken on a few bills, I took on my car and I had an overdraft with the bank which I was trying to pay and a credit card and I’d my TV from the catalogue I was paying off…when my money was cut I was left with how am I going to make these payments now and I had to go to Citizen’s Advice to get help and they’d organised with these uns that, they done an income thing you know incomings outgoings, and I’d no money to spare, he says you’re actually like twenty or thirty pounds short you know nothing to spare, so they organised with these uns that I only paid them a pound a month so that’s helped me out a good bit and that just gets paid automatically by direct debit…that worried me sick and I didn’t know how I was going to cope with it and I just went to pieces so I was just sitting there and Jonathan was in next door with the neighbour in playing with her wee boys next door and I just don’t know what came over me but I just got all the tablets that I had and I tried to overdose again and my
niece she’d phoned me in the middle of it and I didn’t know what
I was saying to her but she knew there was something wrong,
she phoned an ambulance,

While some redemptive story elements are evident, particularly in the way she
describes using her teenage experiences of her dad’s alcohol misuse and violence to
inform her decision to leave her second partner, her reflections on her life to date and
the future possibilities are overwhelmingly bleak. In a sense, the end of this second
relationship, this second attempt at communion, effectively removes the possibility of
an alternative redemptive narrative of adversity overcome and security and stability
re-established.

“I had a good life up until, everything was rosy in the garden
until the ex-husband done what he done and from then onwards
life’s just been hell…I’m a changed person, I’m totally different
from what I was before…I was more easier going back then and
happy I suppose, you know…”

While Caroline has had involvement with a range of services on a voluntary basis,
including child and family social work and mental health services at different time
periods, her current involvement is limited to social work and psychology support in
relation to her second’s child’s diagnosis of a developmental disorder. In talking about
her own support needs she comments:

“I would like to have one (a supporting professional) there yeah,
I would still like to be with one cos there’s times I feel that I feel
like I’m just about to go under.”
For Caroline, a key person to turn to, a person or organisation to rely on for herself, not just in relation to her children, is an important safety net to help her combat the uncertainty of the future. While still receiving support from her mum and some of her siblings, she appears isolated and alone, recognising that her life has gone off course but unable to change her trajectory without assistance. Caroline describing needing:

“somebody you know that’s there that you can get in touch with and say right I need help here either for myself my own mental health or the child needs help with something or I need help with him or I don’t know, I just need life, I just need to stop and start over again, do things differently....”

2. Will it ever be different – Cheryl’s Story

Cheryl is her forties and has five children from a number of different relationships. Cheryl experienced numerous adversities throughout both her early and teenage years: she and her siblings were subject to physical abuse from her father; both parents were heavy drinkers, particularly her mother; her father was emotionally abusive and occasionally physically violent toward her mother; and Cheryl felt neglected and unloved through much of her childhood

“He did hit her once and she hit him back like but it was more emotional you know like you know like he would have treated her like dirt and put her down and stuff like that there but he would have been he would have hit us like with stuff you know like he
would have beat us with slippers or hit us with other stuff, snooker cues and stuff like that there or a belt….”

Due to her neglectful home environment she took on caring responsibilities for her siblings from the age of ten, missing a lot of school as a result and leaving at 16 with no qualifications. Since being kicked out of the house by her father at the age of eighteen Cheryl has been in a series of abusive relationships, all of which contained an element of physical, sexual and/or emotional abuse. Cheryl’s 1st partner was a heavy drinker and when her first child was three months old he became very violent towards her:

“and then we started moving in together there was domestic violence, he held knives to me and held knives down there {indicates vaginal area}, held knives to my throat but I stuck it like for about I think it was about four years and then I ended up working up the courage to leave him….he drunk a lot as well and it was more whenever he was drunk the violence was worse you know what I mean….”

Cheryl started drinking herself in her early twenties and described turning to alcohol to cope with the trauma she experienced in her adult relationships and resulting poor mental health, a situation which steadily worsened in her thirties and contributed significantly to the removal her children into care in her forties.

“It more or less started whenever the domestic violence started you know what I mean I would’ve sort of turned to drink so I could
cope with it you know what I mean…..I think it was after I had my first {Child}…..I think it was my way of dealing with all the violence and stuff like that there it sort of blanked it out for me you know the drink…..”

Cheryl has had on/off involvement with social services over an extended time period with the first occasion involving the provision of family support, the second registration of her children on the Child protection Register and the third and most recent intervention involving the removal of her children into care. Over the years there have been various child welfare concerns which have generally related to domestic abuse, poor home conditions, neglect, emotional abuse, Cheryl’s alcohol misuse, children’s non-attendance at school, and children being bullied at school.

In the broad context of narrative identity themes Cheryl’s story can be characterised as one of continual and increasing contamination. Her attempts at communion, to develop stable and loving relationships were thwarted during childhood because of parental violence, neglect and abuse. Tragically all her adult attempts at communion have also been met with abuse, a pattern which she herself connects back to her childhood and which she feels makes it difficult for her and her sister to show love to their own children.

“but I think the reason why I went with people like that was because of the way my dad was, know cos he was like angry and always shouting and I think that’s why I went with people sort of
Cheryl’s description of her involvement with child and family social work was often angry and resentful but also contained some recognition of the validity of social services concerns and her need to stop drinking. In this respect she positioned herself as different from her sister, who had also had her children taken into care and who accepted none of the concerns raised, showing elements of agency through demonstrating insight and recognizing the need to change:

“I can’t really talk to her….no, she doesn’t have like the same opinions as me, you know what I mean about social services. She thinks social services just took her kids, you know what I mean and she didn’t do anything wrong. While I know I did do something wrong, you know what I mean. And she sort of blames social services and everything, nothing was her fault. She is different that way. I know it was my fault and it was me done stuff wrong. But she is completely the opposite so I can’t really talk to her about stuff.’

Accepting some level of responsibility and recognising the need for change enables Cheryl’s narrative to retain some redemptive possibilities, of getting sober and having her children returned to her in the future. In reflecting on previous engagement with addictions services and failures to stop drinking, she again demonstrates a sense of agency, of this time being different because she wants to do it for herself as much as
for her children. Nonetheless, she talks at length about how difficult this will be and the long road ahead. Like Caroline, her narrative often retains a bleak quality, a sense of being written off by professionals and fear of being unable to change.

“I would like to be completely off the drink, although I have been off it now for a good while, but I would like to have the kids and all back and social services haven’t ruled me out but I mean I went to see a psychiatrist and a psychologist and they says to me I have a what do you call it um an addictive personality and they don’t think that I can stop drinking and stuff like that there so I never even got a chance even to go into {HSC Residential Unit} with the kids or to even prove anything you know what I mean…..”

Like Caroline she also presents as socially isolated and her efforts to remain sober have exacerbated this, making contact with the few friends she had previously impossible to sustain:

“I don’t really have any friends, because whenever I tried to stop drinking and all the people that I was hanging about with was just all my drinking friends do you know what I mean so I stopped bothering with them uns and I don’t really have any friends now.........”

3. The Redemptive Relationship - Kevin’s Story
As a young child Kevin lived in another part of the UK until his family returned to Northern Ireland when he was seven years old. Kevin described a relatively happy early childhood although he remembers his dad being stressed through working several jobs. However everything changed when his parent’s relationship broke down and they divorced at the age of eleven and his mother remarried. Kevin’s memories of what led to the divorce and his mum and dad’s relationship are patchy, although he understands from relatives that his dad was often violent towards his mum:

“I’ve been told later on what happened but I don’t remember any of it….like my dad had my mum by the throat one day and em I walked into the kitchen and she says, only I walked into the kitchen and he probably would have kept going you know, but I don't remember any of that…..”

After the breakdown of his parent’s marriage, Kevin’s family life became increasingly chaotic. He was seriously physically abused by his step-father and also experienced emotional abuse and neglect. There was domestic violence and substance misuse in the family home and Kevin had regular caring responsibilities for younger siblings. In his teens he spent time in care, as did other siblings, and his family regularly came to the attention of social services.

“bad, very bad…there was a lot of violence…back then it was never towards mum, and my other brothers were kind of left alone you know, they might have got a bit here and there you know, but for me it was every day…..”

“she seen it all… like he was extremely violent, there was one time, our living room would've have been twice the size of this
lengthwise and maybe longer, and he lifted me and threw me up
against the wall on the other side of the room and my mum just
walked straight past me and I was lying on the floor you know…”

Following various different placements in foster care, with his mum and step dad and his biological father, Kevin moved out to live independently from the age of 17. Between his late teens and early twenties Kevin moved from job to job, unable to settle. His had his first serious relationship in his early twenties with a girl he had known since he was thirteen. Emily had a baby from a previous relationship and Kevin happily took on the role of father to the baby. Following the birth of their own child his relationship with Emily faltered. Emily was out a lot, often away all weekend and seemed uninterested in Kevin or the children. During this time they argued a lot and although Kevin indicated there was no physical violence, aggressive conflict between them was common. In reflecting on his life-story Kevin described this time in his life as his lowest point, not just because of the conflict between him and his partner but because of the loneliness of being solely responsible for the well-being of two children.

“…when she was heading out and never coming home ... Between worrying about her and worrying about the two kids, and you were the only one there to look after these two kids and stuff, it is hard to explain…that would have been the lowest point of my life.”

Eventually Kevin moved out, taking the two children with him. The children had contact with their mother every weekend for a number of months until Emily decided she wanted the children to live with her. Kevin agreed but after several weekends of contact Emily refused him access and he didn't see them again for the next four years.
Following the loss of contact with his children and the death of a close friend, Kevin developed mental health problems in his mid-twenties. Although he had previous experiences of depression which he linked with the violence and abuse of his childhood, this period of poor mental health was much worse. Kevin describes the loss of his friend as triggering an explosion of negative feelings that he had previously held in. Although work helped him cope during the day he started using cannabis in the evenings as a coping mechanism. Kevin saw a psychiatrist and took medication for several years but then stopped his appointments. While he had found some aspects of psychiatric support helpful, he described seeking a greater level of interaction and connection than had been provided:

“Well I got to talk to somebody who didn’t turn round and say that didn’t happen like that...So that was a kind of help. There wasn’t really much in the way of talking back to me. You know, I was talking to somebody and they were listening, but they weren’t really talking back...I... I would have liked something...just even something like this here, you know the way we are talking, you are asking questions back...”

In his late twenties he developed problems with anxiety and although he sought professional help, again he felt this hadn't made much difference.

It was not professional assistance but rather the development of his strong personal relationship with Sara that provided the major turning point in Kevin’s life. Friends for many years, they subsequently married and had two children of their own. Kevin describes his relationship with Sara in strongly redemptive terms and through his
communion with her is able to narrate a life-story of growth and stability emerging from a chaotic childhood and early adulthood. Within this supportive context he also describes being able to develop a relationship with his stepfather before he died in his fifties.

“Oh massive, a big turning point in my life... we know each other that well, she knows when I am tired, that is why I am upset because I am knackered. And I am the same with her...but it makes so much of a difference. Being able to actually talk.”

“mine’s hectic [lifestory], mine’s moving from place to place and you know not holding down jobs and stuff like that there, drinking a lot, but with Sara….she’s had a big influence on me like, she was the one who looked after me whenever the kids were away and I went into depression and she looked after me the whole time like and you know she was completely understanding…”

Kevin came into contact with social services the year before the interview when his children from his relationship with Emily were removed from her care because of household substance misuse, domestic violence and allegations of physical abuse and neglect of the children. Since then Kevin and Sara have been working hard to secure custody of Kevin’s eldest children, completing various parenting courses and assessments. Kevin's narrative suggested high levels of agency and growth through his learning from the various interventions and his achievement in passing them with flying colours. Despite some delays in the process Kevin is positive about the future and anticipates that his children will come to live with him and Sara soon.
“.... I haven't found it that bad. Anything that they have asked me to do, I have done it, I have passed everything”

Discussion

In keeping with both the resilience and narrative identity literature, close relationships were a key aspect of the stories participants told, providing insight into their childhood and adult attachment relationships. While routinely used by child and family social workers to guide work with children, attachment has received considerably less attention in relation to work with parents. Attachment, or communion in the language of narrative identity, is itself a life-course construct with stable relationships being integral not only to childhood but to adults throughout all life stages. If we take the case of Cheryl, her attachment needs have rarely been adequately met, her close relationships have been characterised by violence and abuse, yet her desire to establish a connection with others is apparent. Featherstone et al. (2014) argue that through the privileging of the risk assessment paradigm we have lost the vocabulary to talk about the ‘irrationalities’ of intimate relationships, leaving us unable to engage in conversations about sexual relationships or recognise the powerful feelings of loneliness and fear that parenting alone can engender. Hearing Cheryl's life-story, recognising her need for connection gives us another way to understand her, a way that moves beyond characterising her as an alcoholic, who routinely becomes involved in dangerous relationships and puts herself and her children at risk. It allows us to identify her attachment seeking behaviours as not only normal, but valid and important, worthy of our attention.
We can clearly see from Kevin's narrative the power of the redemptive relationship. From a similar background as Cheryl, he has been able, in part, to recover from extremely negative and disruptive childhood relationships, mental health problems, relationship breakdown and separation from his children. Having a stable loving relationship in which he is understood was a key turning point in his life and although the problems have not gone away, they are manageable within the context of the emotional support he receives from his wife, providing a sense of resilience. This is in stark contrast to Cheryl's experiences. Without any secure base or network of support to build on the life changes she has embarked on will likely be difficult to sustain. Understanding Cheryl's lack of connection raises questions as to how she might be supported to meet her attachment needs in a safe way, not just as a means to secure the return of her children but as a person in her own right. How might we build on those small glimmers of resilience that emerge from the bleakness of a lifetime of abuse, how can we support her to maximise the progress she is trying to make, how can we give her hope?

Caroline finds herself in a similarly bleak situation. From a very different background than either Kevin or Cheryl, she experienced a relatively stable upbringing and went on to develop stable relationships in her twenties resulting in marriage and the birth of her child. However her sense of stability and security was decimated by the unexpected breakdown of her marital relationship. Her loss and grief are palpable, she is grieving not just for the end of the relationship but the life that was, the identity she had as a married, relatively well-off mother and homeowner. Caroline has been unable, as yet, to construct an alternate identity, to develop a narrative which takes her beyond contamination to growth and redemption. She is positive about engaging
with services but fearful of being left without social support, recognising her own vulnerability and difficulties in coping.

The narrative identify approach helps us to reframe how we understand the lives of parents like Caroline, Cheryl and Kevin and begin to ask how we might go about changing the narrative, what kinds of services and social support might help to develop and promote resilience in these circumstance? While narrative theory’s emphasis on co-construction and power sharing may appear at odds with the process driven and risk averse nature of modern practice (Munro, 2011; Featherstone et al., 2014), through assessment social workers are already engaged in the construction of a client narrative (Wilks, 2005). Using a narrative approach means explicitly recognising the voice and experiences of the service user as central to the change process. This does not mean that challenges are ignored but rather that the focus of assessment and intervention is shifted more towards ‘need’ and less toward ‘risk’. Instead of simply identifying parenting deficits, strengths based and solution focused approaches to social work practice are used to uncover the individual’s unique survival story and facilitate transformation from a problem saturated narrative to one which celebrates growth (Anderson, 2010; Milner, 2001).

While the case studies highlight how narrative approaches can be used in direct social work practice, they also point to the need for sustained emotional and social support over and above the ‘traditional’ social work interventions that are routinely made available. Innovative approaches which foster identity and relationship building, promote and encourage resilience through social support and community integration are also needed to address isolation and chronic low self-esteem. While many groups
are at increased risk of social exclusion and marginalization, arguably those parents who have had their children removed from their care are the most marginalised group of all. Shame and stigma emanating from the 'spoiled identity' of parental failure, in particular the gendered identity of a ‘bad’ mother, can act as significant barriers to engaging with others.

Lack of social integration in a network of meaningful relationships predicts mortality more strongly than many lifestyle behaviours such as smoking or physical activity (Holt-Lunstad & Smith, 2012). Recognition of this had led to the development of a wealth of community initiatives aimed at building social networks and social capital through befriending schemes, mentoring peer programmes and other community based activities (Windle et al., 201; Berrick et al., 2011, Akister et al., 2011). Although social work involvement in such initiatives has clear resonance with the profession’s value and skills base, social work tasks in the UK have increasingly been conceptualised as reactive and risk orientated rather and proactive and supportive. Too often practitioners report that they are engaged in surveillance rather than support (Baginsky et al., 2010). This raises important questions as to the future role of the profession in developing more preventative, community based practice. Growing calls from academics and practitioners to “reclaim” social work values and ‘re-imagine” practice (Ferguson, 2013; Featherstone et al., 2014) suggest that the profession’s own discourse is also evolving. Changing the narrative for both professionals and parents will require a clear vision of the contribution social work can and should make to preventive, strengths based community services.
Conclusion

This paper argues for the importance of narrative within social work practice, not just as a means of enabling practitioners to better connect with and understand the lives of service users, but as a way of developmentally understanding resilience and attachment and maintaining a strengths-based focus when working with families in complex situations. Focusing on what individual narratives say about the identity of the narrator and their belief in their ability to effect change can act as an important starting point to considering how such narratives might be enhanced or revised and what services might be beneficial in achieving this. A number of the life-stories presented here illustrate that some vulnerable parents lack not just physical resources but internal resources and external support. Put simply, they often have nowhere to go and no-one to turn to outside of formal services. Developing ways to actively build support networks and enhance attachment bonds amongst vulnerable mothers and fathers are needed to reduce isolation and build resilience. As social work is pushed more towards risk assessment and surveillance, the role social work can and should play in this development process remains a key question.
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